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Let A be the coordinate ring of a union of 2-dimensional planes through 
the origin of afftne p-space Ai, where k contains a field of characteristic 0. 
The purpose of this paper is to calculate K,(A) and to give conditions for A 
to be K,-regular. 
When k is a field, we show Pit(A) = ‘A/A, where ‘A is the seminor- 
malization of A, K,(A) = Z @ Pit(A) @ SK,,(A). Let k’ be the smallest 
subfield of k containing the coefftcients of a set of linear equations defining 
the planes, Qk = QnklZ, Q,,,( the modules of relative Klhler differentials. 
There is a k-vector space H and surjections 
H is isomorphic as a group to K _ ,(A) and, when A is seminormal, dim, H 
can be calculated from combinatorial data and knowledge of the Hilbert 
function of the coordinate ring of the union of intersection lines. 
A is K,-regular if and only if A is seminormal and H = 0, e.g., if A is 
seminormal and K-,-regular. Seminormality and K-, regularity are by 
themselves weaker conditions on A than is K,-regularity. For instance, 
although one may have an arbitrarily !arge number of planes in either a 
seminormal or a K_ ,- regular configuration in Ai, p > 4, a K,-regular 
configuration in Ai has at most (;) planes. We are able to give a fairly good 
description of K,-regular configurations in AI for p = 3,4,5. In particular, 
there are no new examples for p = 3,4, however, for p = 5 there is a K,- 
regular configuration of 10 planes with the property that every 9 plane 
subconfiguration is not K,-regular. 
In the first part of the paper we reconsider some known results [ 1, 11, 
15-181 on seminormality, Pit(C) and SK,(C) for C the coordinate ring of a 
union of lines through the origin. We generalize these results so that they can 
be used when the ground ring is not a field, and so that we can compute the 
effect of a map between these rings on the K-theory. For SK, we obtain the 
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results of Gupta [ 111 and Orecchia [ 161 for lines in space using a pointy- 
bracket method derived from L. Roberts’ computation [ 181 in the plane case. 
Many of the results presented here were announced in [5]. 
In this paper all rings will be commutative with unit element. If F is a 
functor from rings to abelian groups we say a ring R is F-regular if the 
natural map F(R) + F(R [T, ,..., T,]) is an isomorphism for all n > 1. For the 
results we will need on regularity see [7] or [22]. We note, in particular, that 
if R is K,-regular then it is also Kj-regular for j & i. Further, K,-regularity 
implies ,%,-regularity and U-regularity, where U(R) is the group of units of 
the ring R. K,-regularity implies ,X,-regularity, Pit-regularity and, hence, 
seminormality. These last facts are well known, however, see Lemma 8.2 
below. 
If A is the coordinate ring of a union of lines or planes through the origin 
of Ai = Spec k[x, )..., x,] it is easily seen that A is contractible in the sense of 
homotopy of rings, i.e., there is a map A + A [t] which when composed with 
A [r] -+I-’ A gives the identity on A, and when composed with A [t] +‘+‘A 
factors through k. If A is F-regular it then follows that F(A) = F(k). Thus 
there is a close connection between computing F(A) and determining F- 
regularity. 
In this paper, k’ will always be afield of characteristic 0 and k will be a 
ring containing k’. 
k will be our ground ring and k’ will generally be taken to be the smallest 
subfield of k containing the coefficients of the equations of the lines or planes 
under consideration. In our applications k will be an extension field or a 
polynomial extension of k’. 
For our theorems on Pit and seminormality we will generally make the 
additional assumption that k is K,-regular. For our theorems on K,, SK, we 
will assume that k is K,-regular. Of course, this will always hold if k is 
regular, e.g., a polynomial extension of a field, further, by the remarks above, 
the second assumption implies the first. In particular, in this paper, k is U- 
regular, i.e., k has no non-zero nilpotents. 
1. ORECCHIA'S THEOREM 
In this section we present a slight generalization of Theorem 1.3 of [ 151 
and give a proof in the spirit of [4]. 
Let A s B be any extension. By [20, Theorem 2.51 A is seminormal in B, 
according to the definition given in that paper, if and only if given b E B 
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such that b’. b-’ E A then b E A. This is easily seen to be equivalent to the 
following condition: if b E B is such that b’ E A for all sufficiently large r 
then bEA. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A G B be an integral e,utension. The seminormalization 
BfA of A is the smallest subring A G i A c B which is seminormal in B. 
Proof. By seminormalization of A in B we mean either Traverso’s notion 
in [21] or that of Swan in [20]. These notions coincide by [ 20, Lemma 2.21. 
Swan defines B+A to be the largest subintegral extension of A in B and notes 
that B+A is then seminormal in B. If D is a seminormal extension of A in B 
then, first of all, AA is a subintegral extension of A so o+A 5 g A. As nfA is 
seminormal in D and D is seminormal in B then DfA is seminormal in B by 
[20, Lemma 2.71. But then D+A cannot be properly contained in a subintegral 
extension of A in B so B+A = i A c D. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be a commutative ring, I,...., I, ideals of A so that 
ni Ii = 0. Let B = ni A/Ii. The seminormalization of A in B is 
;A = ((a, ,..., ~7,) E B: ai = aj mod dm all i, j}. 
Proof. We are viewing A as the subring ((fi,..., 8) E B: a E A} of B. We 
will suppress the bars over the ats as no confusion will arise. By Lemma 1.1 
it is enough to show that the ring C = ((a, ,..., a,,) E B: ai E aj mod dm 
all i, j} is seminormal in B and if A G D E C and D is seminormal in B then 
C = D. 
To show C is seminormal in B, suppose b = (b, ,..., b,), b E B, and b2, 
b’ E C. Then bf 3 65 and 6; E bj mod dmj. As the ring A/dm is 
reduced it follows from [20, Lemma 3.11 that bi = bj mod dm, thus 
b E C. 
Suppose A c D c C and D is seminormal in B. We now prove, by 
downward induction on j. 2 <j < n + 1, that if a = (a,,..., a,,) E C is such 
thata,=Ofori<jthenaED.Whenj=n+l,u=OEDsosupposethe 
assertion is true for j + 1, 2 < j < n, and a = (0 ,..., 0, aj ,..., a,,) E C. Then 
aj=O rnodd13 for i<j. Thus ajEni,j\/ri+Zj=~/ni<i(Zi+Zj). 
Then some power aJ” of aj is in ni<j (Ii +1j) SO by Remark 1 of [4] 
aJEIj+ni<jIi for r>m(j-1). Write aJ=b,+c,, where b,EIj and 
C,E fli<jIi. Then ar -c, = (0 ,..., 0, as+, -c,. ,..., a: -c,) E D by the 
induction hypothesis. As c, E A c_ D, a” E D for r > m(j - 1) so by the 
seminormality of D in B, a E D. This completes the induction. Thus if 
a = (a, ,..., a,)EC,a-a,=(O,a,-a ,,..., a,-a,)EDsoaED. Done. 
In our application of this theorem, the ideals Ii + Ij will always be radical 
so 
B+A = ((a, ,..., a,) E B: a, = aj mod(1, + Zj), i # j}. 
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Thus B+A may be thought of as the set of elements of B that would be in A if 
the Chinese Remainder Theorem held for (I,,..., I,}, i.e., the group ,+,4/A 
measures the extent to which the CRT fails. 
Swan constructs in [20] an (absolute) seminormalization of a reduced 
ring. Recall B is seminormal if given b, c E B with b3 = c2 there exists a 
unique a E B with a2 = b and a3 = c. We have 
COROLLARY 1.3. With notation as in 1.2, if each A/Zi is seminormal 
then B+A is the seminormalization of A. 
ProoJ B is seminormal as each A/Zi is. Further, since B+A is seminormal 
in B , B+A is seminormal. If C is the seminormalization of A, by [20, 
Theorem 4.11 there is an inclusion A E C G 8’ A E B. But C is seminormal, 
so is seminormal in B and hence, by 1.1, B+A = C. 
In the sequel, when each A/Zi is seminormal, we will simply write +A for 
B+A. 
2. THE COORDINATE RING OF LINES THROUGH THE ORIGIN 
As always in this paper, let k’ be a field of characteristic 0, k’ c k, k a 
K,-regular commutative ring. Let p be given, AZ = Spec k[x,,..., x,]. Let 6, 
i = l,..., n, be an ideal of k[x , ,..., x,] generated by p - 1 independent linear 
forms in k’[x,,..., 
& are x, ,...,, xP-i 
xP]. For any particular i we may assume the generators of 
after a linear change of variables (k’ is a field). Thus 
0 i ,..., x,]/Z, z k[x,], and hence Li = Spec k[x, ,..., x,1/& is a line in Ai. We 
will assume for i # j that pi #-< so if Ui is the k’-vector space of linear forms 
of k’[x, ,..., xP] contained in Ii, then dim(cli + Uj) > p - 1 so Vi + Uj is the 
space of all linear forms of k[x ,,..,, xp]. Hence 6 + & = (x ,,..., x,,) and 
k[X I ,..., x,]/(< + Zj) = k, thus the lines Li meet at the origin of Afl. 
We set A = k[x, ,..., xJ/(n 6) SO that Spec A = lJ Li, i.e., A is the coor- 
dinate ring of our union of lines in A i. We will denote the image of fi in A 
by Ii. Thus n Zi = 0, A/Z, z k[t], for all i, i’, j, j’ with i #j and i’ #j’, 
Ii + Zj = Ii, + Zj, is the ideal of the origin and A/(Z, + Zj) z k. Since k is 
assumed reduced, the common ideal m = I, + Zj is a radical ideal of A; of 
course if k is a field m is the maximal ideal at the origin. 
We now set B = n A/Zi. As k is seminormal so is B. As each A/Z, is 
isomorphic to k[t] and each Ii + Zj is the ideal of the origin, by Theorem 1.2 
+A=(df ,,..., f,)EB:f,(O)=fj(O),i#j}. 
For a ring R we denote by nil(R) the ideal of nilpotent elements of R, 
U(R) the group of units of R and Uni(R) the subgroup of U(R) consisting of 
unipotent elements 1 + u, v E nil(R). 
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Now assume R is a k-algebra, Q G k’ E k as above. For 1 E k, 
1 + L’ E Uni(R ) we define 
1*(1+c)=(l+L+l+ (~)D+(;p+( $+... 
where 
/I 
L) 
n.(A-I).(n-2).-* *(A-p+ 1) 
=p.(p-l).(p-2)... . 1 
is the binomial coefficient. From standard properties of the binomial series it 
is seen that Uni(B) is a k-module under this operation. 
Now define exp: nil(B) + Uni(B) and log: Uni(R) + nil(B) by 
exp(v) = 1 + 0 + ~1’/2! + v”/3! + ... 
log( 1 + c) = L’ - 1’72 + c3/3 - . . . 
log and exp are inverse functions and k-module isomorphisms. Thus, on the 
category of k-algebras, nil and Uni are naturally isomorphic functors. 
We now return to A, B as described above. Let V be the conductor of A in 
B. This is described in [6, Lemma 11. Except in the trivial case of one line, 
g is a proper ideal of A. In the trivial case we have A = k[t] and the K- 
theory is clear, so we will assume below that n > 2. We next prove a few 
lemmas that we will need in the sequel. The first lemma was pointed out to 
me by C. A. Weibel. 
LEMMA 2.1. nil( +A/@) = nil(B/g). 
Proof: A/@? c ’ A/V G B/g so nil( +A/SF) E nil(B/V). Suppose 6 E 
nil(B/q), bEB. Then b’=O for some i, so ~‘EG?GEAs+A for r>i. 
Since ‘A is seminormal in B, b E + A so b E nil( +A/g). 
LEMMA 2.2. A/O = k + nil(A/g), ‘A/F = k + nil( ‘A/g) and B/SF = 
k” + nil(B/V). 
Proof. B=nk[t,] is a graded ring and the map k[x, ,..., xp] -+ B is a 
morphism of graded rings factoring through A, so A is a graded subring of 
B. It is clear from the description of ‘A above that ‘A is also a graded 
subring of B. As graded subrings of B, the degree 0 parts of A and +A are 
simply the subrings of constant n-tuples (a,..., a), a E k, i.e., these subrings 
are isomorphic to k. The degree 0 part of B is k”. 
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Now by [6, Lemma 2.51, if g is the projection of GY on the ith factor A/Z, 
of B, 
Ayg = n ((zi + z~)/z~) 2 t,k~~,l 
izj 
as Ii + Zj is the ideal of the origin. Thus (B/Qed is the degree 0 part of B 
and so (A/GQed c ( +A/9Qd G (B/%Q, = k” from which the lemma 
follows. 
LEMMA 2.3. There is a short exact sequence 
0 + nil(A/g) -+ nil( ‘A/%?) + ’ A/A -+ 0. 
Furtheri if k is a field, dim, ‘A/A = dim,(B/A) - n + 1. 
ProoJ As Q G A we have a surjection “A/%? -t +A/A. By 2.2, 
+A/@ = k + nil( ‘A/%‘) and as k G A it maps to 0 in +A/A so the restriction 
nil( ‘A/@) --t +A/A is still surjective. It is evident that the kernel of this map 
is nil(A/g). For the second part B/A z (B/Q)/(A/g) = (k” + nil(B/e))/ 
(k + nil(A/g)) 2 k”-’ @ (nil( ‘A/Q)/nil(A/Q)) z k”-’ @ +A/A, using 2.2 
and 2.1. 
3. K, AND Pit OF A UNION OF LINES 
Let k’, k, A, ‘A, B, B be as in Section 2. For R a k-algebra, we define 
&c(R) = coker(Pic(k) + Pit(R)), and Ri, SK,, 0 similarly. As all the k- 
algebras we will be considering are augmented we have direct sum decom- 
positions Pit(R) = Pit(k) 0 pit(R), etc. It is not difficult to see that the 
usual U-Pit, K, - K, Mayer-Vietoris sequences of algebraic K-theory [2, 
IX, Theorem 5.31 give 0 - Pit and K,, - Z?, exact sequences as long as one 
works in the category of augmented k-algebras. 
We note that if k is a field then the ring A has Krull dimension 1 so 
K,(A) = Z 0 Pit(A), i.e., det: p,,(A) + Pit(A) is an isomorphism [2, IX, 
3.81. We will see that even when k is not a field we still have l?‘,(A) + Pit(A) 
an isomorphism for our lines in space. 
As a final remark before our calculation, we note that one may factor out 
the Jacobson radical of a ring without changing K,, Pit, SK, [2, IX, 1.31. 
We will apply this in particular to A/@, B/V. 
LEMMA 3.1. There are short exact sequences 
0 + Uni(A/g) 4 Uni(B/g) + @it(A) + 0 
0 + Uni(A/Q) + Uni(B/g) + go(A) + 0. 
481/88/2-I5 
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Proof. We prove this for K,, the proof for 
the K, - K, sequence of the conductor square 
A +B 
Pit being similar. Consider 
with is 
K,(A/~)OK,(B)jK,(B/~)~K,(A)-, 
&O/V 0 K,(B) + K,(B/W. 
Now let B/5? = n Bi, where Bi = k[ti]/q, i.e., the ith factor of B modulo 
the projection of GF on this factor. Reducing A/Q, Bi/q modulo nilpotents 
gives split exact sequences 
0 + Uni(A/g) + U(A/SF) + U(k) + 0 
0 4 Uni(B,) -+ U(B,) + U(k) + 0 
and hence calculations 
K,(A/Z) = U(A/g) @ SK,(A/@) = Uni(A/g) @ Lr(k) @ SK,(k) 
= Uni(A/V) @ K,(k) 
K,(B) =Kl(Il k[tiI) = IX K,(k[tiI) = IX K,(k) 
K,(B/g) = Kl(n Bi) = n (Uni(Bi) 0 K,(k)) 
= Uni(B/g) @ n K,(k) 
K,(A/g) = K,(k) 
K,(B) = FI K,(k) 
K,(BI@‘) = FI K,(k). 
The induced maps between the K,(k) terms are easily understood by looking 
at the O-degree part of the conductor square. Thus our K, -K, 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence above reduces to 
Uni(A/Q) --+ Uni(B/a) + K,,(A) + K,(k) -+ 0. 
The map K,,(A) -+ K,(k) is given by the augmentation which is split by 
K,(k)+ K,(A) so the result follows. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. There are short exact sequences 
0 + Uni(A/@) -+ Uni( +A/@?) + Pit(A) + 0 
0 + Uni(A/%) -+ Uni( +A/Q) + X0(A) -+ 0. 
Proof It follows from 2.1 that Uni(B/q) = Uni( ‘A/E). 
We remark that for Pit we could have used instead the Cartesian square 
A - +A 
I I 
A/SF- +A/GF. 
Since +A is seminormal, hence Pit-regular, and ‘A is contractible to k, 
pic( ‘A) = &c(k) = 0. Further, by 2.2, Pic(A/a) = Pic( +A/%?) = 0 so the 
o-&c sequence of this square reduces to 
o( +A) @ o(A/@) --, o( +A/V) + Pit(A) + 0. 
Continuing as in the proof of 3.1 we obtain 3.2 directly. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let Q E k’ c k, where k’ is afield, k is K,-regular. Zf A 
is the coordinate ring of n-lines in Af which can be described by equations 
with coeflcients in k’ then 
Pit(A) z Pit(k) @ ‘A/A 
K,(A) z K,(k) 0 A/A. 
Proof. Combining Lemma 2.3 with 3.2 we have a diagram 
0 -+ Uni(A/Q) - Uni(+A/Q) - pit(A) - 0 
1 I I 
0 -+ nil(A/V) - nil(+A/g) -+ +;/A - 0 
which induces a canonical isomorphism Pit(A) -+ ‘A/A which gives the 
result for Pit. The proof for K, is the same. 
Let K is a field Pit(k) = 0 so from the second part of Lemma 2.3 we 
obtain 
COROLLARY 3.4 (GUPTA-ORECCHIA [ll, 161). Let k be a field (of 
characteristic 0). Then Pit(A) is a k-vector space of dimension 
dim&I/A) - n + 1. 
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We remark that we may use the method of Lemma 3.1 to calculate K,(A) 
for i < 0. It is not difficult to show that if J is a nilpotent ideal of R then 
K,(R) = K,(R/J) for i < 0. Thus K,(A/@) = K,(k) and K,(Z?/F) = K,(B) = 
n K,(k) for i < 0. The method of Lemma 3.1 then shows K,(A) = K,(k) for 
i < 0. In particular, replacing k by k[ T] we see K,(A [T] ) = K,(k[ T] ) = 
K,(k) = K,(A) for i < 0 so although A is not in general K,-regular, it is 
always Ki-regular for negative i. 
4. SK, OF A UNION OF LINES 
In this section we will assume Q G k’ G k, where now k will be assumed to 
be K,-regular. Otherwise, let A, B, 5?? be as in Section 2. We wish to 
calculate SK,(A). If k is a field this computation has already been obtained 
in [ 17, 18, 11, 161. Our interest is not so much to obtain an exact 
computation of SK,(A) but to introduce machinery needed in our 
computations of Sections 7 and 8. Accordingly our method is somewhat 
different from that used in [ 17, 11, 161 and instead is based heavily on the 
theory of K, of truncated polynomial rings, especially as it appears in 
[18, 191. 
If R is a commutative ring and I = nil(R) we will write G(R) = D(R, I), 
where D(R, Z) is the group of pointy brackets (a, f) or (f, a), where a E R, 
fE Z (see [ 13, 19, 181). Our theorem is 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume Q c k’ E k and A is the coordinate ring of n 
lines in AI which rna~~ be described by equations with coeficients in k’. 
Assume further that k’ is a Beld, k is a K,-regular ring and B, GY are as 
described in Section 2. There is a natural exact sequence 
c~(A/@) + @(B/F) + SK,(A) + 0. 
Further, there are surjections 
whose composition is the natural projection 
Here fik = RklZ and 8,,,, are the groups of relative Kahler differentials 
(see [14, Chapter lo]). Thus +A/A Oknk is an upper bound and 
+AIA Ok Q,,,, is a lower bound for gK,(A). If a,, = 0 then these groups are 
equal [ 14, 26.H] so in that case we have the formula 
SK,(A) = SK,(k) 0 (+A/A Ok a,) 
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which, if in addition k is a field, coincides with the results of [ 11, 161 thanks 
to Lemma 2.3. When ok, # 0 the kernel of +A/A OkRk+ &C,(A) is the 
group V of [ 17, 11, 161. We will not attempt a calculation of V in this paper. 
We start our proof of 4.1 in the usual fashion, i.e., we apply the K, - K, 
exact sequence in the manner of 3.1, noting that excision holds by [9] as A 
maps onto each factor of B. From the argument of 3.1 we see ker(K,(A/@) 
0 K,(B) + K,tBIQ)) = K,(k), K,tBIQ) = n K,tBi) = II (K,(k) 0 R*(Bi)) 
and K,(B) = n K(k)) so we obtain the exact sequence 
&(A/‘F) + n I?‘,(Bi) -, K,(A) + K,(k) -+ 0. 
Now, by the K,-regularity of k, U(A) = U(k) so this reduces to 
Since (A/g, nil@/@)), (Bi, nil(B,)) are split radical pairs, by [ 131 
R&4/Q) = &4/B, nil@/@)) = C&?(A/Q), and likewise I?*(Bi) = I. It is 
easy to see that n D(B,, nil(Bi)) = D(JJ Bi, nil(B,)) = CiZ(B/Q). Thus the 
last exact sequence above gives the first exact sequence of the theorem. 
Given a k-algebra R, I = nil(R), there is a group map K: I Ok ak + g(R) 
given by PDF 0 da) = (a, eta, f)), where e(a, f) = a - ’ (exp(uf) - 1) = 
fe’y)*/2! + &y/3! + * - * (see [ 18, p. 2541 and note we are assuming 
c . 
We now use some results from [ 191. We note that the bracket (a, b) of 
[ 191 is the bracket (-a, b) of [13]. Our brackets are those of [13] except 
that we are writing g(R) additively as in [ 191. 
Each Bi is a truncated polynomial ring, i.e., Bi z k[t]/(t”) and 
nil(B,) = (t), where m here depends on i. From [ 19, 1.81, since Q c k, 9(Bi) 
is a Q-vector space so K: nil(B,) @ G,+ CS(Bi) is Q-linear. By [ 19, 1.71 
g(Bi) is generated by elements (-utj, t) and (At’, a) = -(a, - bt’), where 
a, b E k. However, (j + 1)(-u+, r) = (-a, rj”) by [ 19, 1.51 so it follows 
that CP(B,) is generated as a Q-vector space by brackets of the form (a, bt’), 
a, b E k. Setting f(u, x) = u-’ log(1 + ax) =x - ax’/2 + u2x3/3 - ... as in 
[ 18, p. 2.531, K(l(U, bt’) @ da) = (u, bt’) SO K: nil(Bi) @ Q, -+ 9(Bi) is onto. 
Taking the product, K: nil(B/Q) OR,+ G?(B/Q) is surjective, so the 
surjection +A/A Ok R, +,!%,(A) is induced by the following diagram (see 
Lemma 2.3): 
nil@/%‘) @ fik -+ nil(B/Q) @ Qk - ‘A/A @ Lfk - 0 
I i i 
Q(A/Q) - Q(B/g) - &,(A) - 0. 
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We now do some calculus. For f  E Bi z k[t]/(t”), f  = a, + a, t + *.* + 
a m-1 fm-‘, define D: Bi~Bi~nk by 
j-f= 
1 
a,t++2,r’+ **a +-u m-1 m-2 
p-1 
and (d/dt): Bij Bi by 
La +2a t+ 
dt ’ ’ 
*a. + (m- l)C7mJm-2. 
Now forf, g E Bi, one off, g E nil(B,), we define ri : G’(BJ + nil(Bi) 0 Qk 
by 
ti((L 8)) = /(.L g) Df - D 1 l(f, g) $. 
It is implicit in [ 18, Section 2] that ti is a group isomorphism; <i is the 
composition of I: G(Bi) + Rs,, ni,(8i, (Bloch’s Theorem [ 18, p. 253 1, 
[ 13, 3.121) with the isomorphism BBi, ni,,Bi) + RBilk @ (nil(Bi) @ Q,) of [ 18, 
p. 2551 and the map QnSiik @ (nil(Bi) @ok) + nil(Bi) @ Qk of [ 18, p. 2551 
(with n = m = M = 1 in the notation of [ 181). In particular, ri is a well- 
defined group map. We write ci for the composite of Ti with the projection 
nil(B,) @ Q, --t nil@,) @ Q,,,, and r = n ri : G(B/V) = n O(Bi) + 
(nil(Bi) @ Q,,,,) =-nil(B/V) @ flnklk,. It is immediate that < is onto, either see 
[ 181 or note that <((a, e(a,f))) =f 0 da for f E nil(B/@), a E k. 
The main computation is 
LEMMA 4.2. 
<(Im(g(A/V)) + G?(B/GT)) E Im(nil(A/g) Ofi,,,, + nil(B/g) @ Qk,k,). 
Granting this lemma for a moment we may complete the proof of 4.1. 
From the lemma and the diagram 
Gy‘4/Q) - W3IQ) - SK,(A) - 0 
I 
I 
b I 
nil@/@) 0 Qk,k, - nil(B/Q) @ Qk,k, --+ ‘A/A & Qk,k, --+ 0 
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we get a surjection @,(A)-+ ‘A/A @ flkikJ. Further f;cdf@ da) = 
&(a, e(u, f))) = f @ da so CK: nil(B/Q) @ flk + nil(B/g) @ flk,k, is just the 
projection. Hence the composite 
is the projection, completing the proof. 
Proof of 4.2. The map k[x,,..., x,] +A + B + k[ti] is a morphism of 
graded rings. Further, as this map is actually defined over the field k’ G k, 
xi + (Gil f, ,*.-, cfnf,,), where the ctj E k’. Now q, the projection of the 
conductor on the ith factor of B, is generated by ty’ so if m = max(rni) we 
see (x1 ,..., x,)” maps to @. Set S = k[x ,,..., x,1/(x1 ,..., x,)” and 
J= (x , ,..., x,) = nil(S). Then G?(S) = D(S, J) z R,,,/dl in the notation of 
[ 181 and this latter group is generated by elements of the form fda, f E J, 
a E k. and gdx,, where g = b(x:‘)(x;*) .-a (x2), b E k, e, + e, + . .. + ep < m. 
Thus from the isomorphism r of [ 18, p. 2541 @(S) is generated by pointy 
brackets of the form (a, e(a, f )), a E k, f E J and (xi, e(xi, g)), g as above. 
Now as J= nil(S) maps onto nil(A/g) it is easily seen that 
Q(S) + G(A/Q) is onto and hence B(A/Q) is generated by elements of the 
form (a, f), a E k, f E nil(A/q) (since if f E J, e(u, f) E J) and 
(xi, e(xi, g)) for g as above. It therefore suffices to examine the images of 
these elements in .Q(B/V). 
(a, f) E iS(A/g) maps to (a, (&)), where f = W;) = df, ,..., f,) E nil(B/Q). 
Thus &(((a, (&>>I = /(a, <A>> Da - D .f I@, Cf/))(Wdf) = 4~ (.&)) 0 da since 
du/dt = 0 and Da = 1 @ da as a E k. But f E nil(A/@) so /(a, f) E nil(A/g) 
hence /(a, (&)) @ da E Im(nil(A/@) @ Q,,,, + nil(B/g) @ LIk,k,). 
Now for g = b(xt’) -aa (x?), e, + - -. + eP < m, the image in B(B/%Y) of 
(Xi, e(xi, S>> E g(A/@) is ((cijtj), (e(cijtj, b(cij) ... (cz)(fj4)))), where 
Ccijfj) = (51 f 1 v***v cintn) and q=e, + .a- +e,. Now, as I(y,e(y,z))=z, 
applying l gives 
(b(c$) * * * (cz)(f/“)) D(cijfj) 
- D \ ($ b(c;j) . . . (Q&y)) 
J 
= (b(c;j) . . . (c~)(f;+ ‘) @ dc,) 
---& D(b(c;j) ..a (c$+‘) .a- (c3)(fi”+‘)) 
= - --& ((c;j) . . . (c;,!’ ‘) . . . (cf$)(fj4+ ‘)) @ db 
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since the dc, = 0 in R,,,,. But (x:‘) . . . (xFi+ ‘) . . . (x2) @ db E nil(A/g) R,), 
goes to (c$) a+. (c$+‘) ... (c,$)(fjg”) @ db under the map nil(A/q) @ R,,,, --t 
nil(B/q) @ .Ok, k ,. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
5. THE COORDINATE RING OF A UNION OF PLANES 
Now that we have completed reviewing the necessary material on lines, we 
turn our attention to planes. We again assume Q G k’ G k, where k’ is a field 
and k is K,-regular. Let R = k[x ,,..., x,] and AI= Spec R. Let 7~ ,,..., rr, be 
distinct planes through the origin of A: defined by linear equations in 
k’ [x, ,..., xP], i.e., for each i, 6 = {f E R: f vanishes on xi} is an ideal of R 
generated by p - 2 independent linear forms of k’ [x, ,..., x,]. As in the case 
of lines, since k’ is a field, for fixed i we may change coordinates so that 
I;: = (x, ,..., xp-*) so Bi = R/J =: k[s, I] (note we are using Bi differently 
now). Further, for i # j, & + < is either the ideal of a line (generated by 
p - 1 independent linear forms) or the “origin,” i.e., in this latter case 
<. + 4 = (x, )...) x,). 
Let G? be the poset of linear subspaces of Ai which are intersections of one 
or more of the planes xi. G’ is ordered by inclusion. Each such subspace 
corresponds to an ideal of the form 6, 6 + 4, fi + 4 + f,. For (T E O! write 
JO for the corresponding ideal. Note the ideal, although not necessarily the 
indices, is well defined. O”, = (a E fl: u is a plane}, a’, = {o E G!: u is a line} 
and flO will denote the singleton set consisting of the origin, unless all the 
planes pass through one line in which case O’, = 0. Set 0” = fl,, U CT?, . 
We now let A = R/n 6, B = n RI&. Thus Spec A = ?r, U ... U 7c, G Ai 
whereas Spec B is the disjoint union of the rci z Spec k[t, s]. Let Ii be the 
image of 6 in A. Then, since the k[t, s] are seminormal (k is K,-regular), 
;A = {(a,,..., a,)EB: ai=a,mod(Zi+Zj)} by 1.2 and B+A=+A by 1.3. 
Let 59 now denote the conductor of A in B and g the projection of 57 in 
the ith factor of B = n A/Zi. Then Bi/q is the ith factor of B/G?. We let 
C = W-Llan~ Jo>, where JO is the image of JO in A, Di = A/(noCniJ,) = 
BilU7~c~i (J,/Z[)); here c denotes strict inclusion. Thus C is the coordinate 
ring of a union of lines on AP, provided at least two planes intersect in a line, 
or C = k. Di is either the coordinate ring of a union of lines in a plane or k, 
depending on whether 7ci intersects at least one rrj in a line. 
From [6, Lemma 2.51 we have 
*~= n (Zi+Ij)= n ',, A'L~ = n (Zj + Zj)/Zj = n (J,/'j) 
i+j occv itj 17cni 
and hence C = (A/‘%?),,, , Di = (Bilt?!&d and so D = n Di = (B/PQred. 
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Let C’ = n&y (A/J,), 0; = nOcni (A/J,), D’ = n 0;. Then C E C’, 
Di c D[ and D ED’; C’, 0; and D’ are seminormal so by 1.2, 1.3 
and +D=L,D=n ‘Di. 
There are obvious maps C + D, C’ -+ D’ as well as a map ‘C + ’ D given 
either by the descriptions of +C, +D above or by the universal property of 
seminormalization [20, Theorem 4.11. It can then be seen that we have a 
commutative diagram 
A/u7 - B/SF 
I t2) I 
C-D 
I t3) I 
- ‘D 
i’ I (4) 
C’ - D’ 
Universality of seminormalization gives us a map +A -, + C by 
A- +A 
I 
I I 
c- +L 
which is easy to describe explicitly. We then get a commutative diagram 
+A- B 
I I (5) 
+C---+ +D 
I (4) I 
J + 
C’ - D’ 
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LEMMA 5.1. Squares (l), (5) and the outer square of the aboae diagram 
are Cartesian. 
Prooj (1) is just the conductor square. Let b = (b, ,..., b,) E B, (c,} E C’ 
so that both have the same image in D’. We claim b E +A, i.e., that 
bi = bj mod(Z, + Zj) all i. j. Let r = ni n rcj, .Z, = Ii + Zj so that A/J, is the r- 
component of C’, 0; and 0;. It is then seen that the image of bi in A/Z, -+ 
A/(Z, + Zj) =A/J, and bj in A/Zj+ A/(Z, + Zj) = A/J, is simply c, by the 
definition of the map C’ + D’. Thus bi = bj mod(Z, + Zj). 
Thus the outer square is Cartesian. The fact that (5) is Cartesian follows 
from this, that (4) commutes, and that +C + C’ is injective. 
Instead of the ring C’ one might think of using C= nUSn, A/J, (assuming 
0, # 0) which, in case k is a field, is actually the normalization of C. 
However, the outer square of Lemma 5.1 might not be Cartesian if C’, D’ are - - 
replaced by C, D and the configuration of lines in Pp-’ corresponding to the 
planes rc, ,..., 71, (see [6]) is not connected. In both Example 16 and 
Theorem 20 of [6] m. m should be replaced by C’, D’ to make the 
results of that paper corect. 
Because of the commutativity of (3) we have a map of k-modules 
a: ‘C/C+ +D/D. This map will play an important role in the sequel. As an 
example, it follows immediately that a is injective iff (3) is Cartesian. If we 
make the additional assumption that q is radical in B, (2) disappears so a is 
injective iff 
A-B 
I I 
+C- +D 
is Cartesian. But, by 5.1, this is equivalent to A = ‘A, i.e., A is seminormal. 
This remark is essentially Lemma 17 of [6] (see also 6.1 and 8.1 below). 
For the remainder of this paper H = coker a. 
6. THE PICARD GROUP OF PLANES 
We assume Q C_ k’ c k, k’ a field and k a K,-regular ring. Let A, B, C, D 
be as in the last section. We have a commutative diagram of k-modules with 
exact rows 
O-A/G?-B/Q- B/A -0 
I* lg lb 
0- +C - +D - +D/+C-0 
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and then the ker-coker sequence of homological algebra 
ker f -+ ker g + ker h + coker f + coker g. 
Now ker f = ker(A/Q -+ C) = nil@/@), ker g = ker(B/g + D) = nil(B/g), 
Imf=C, Img=D so cokerf= ‘C/C, cokerg= ‘D/D. Now as (5) is 
Cartesian we have +A = ker(B + ‘D/’ C) and hence ker h = +A/A. We thus 
get the following restatement of the last remark of Section 5: 
THEOREM 6.1. With notation as above there is an exact sequence 
nil@/%) + nil(B/@Y) -+ +A/A + ’ C/C + + D/D. 
We now show that there is a corresponding sequence for Pit(A). 
PROPOSITION 6.2. There is an exact sequence Uni(A/Q) + 
Uni(B/q) -+ Pit(A) + pic(A/%?) + n Pic(BJ, where Pit is as in Section 3. 
Proof: The U-Pit sequence for the square (1) of Section 5 is 
U(A/@) @ U(B) -3 U(B/@) + Pit(A) + Pic(A/Q) @ Pit(B) 
+ Pic(B/SY). 
Now B z n k[s, t] so U(B) = k”, Pit(B) = n Pit(k). As (,4/SSY),,d = C and 
(B/SQed = D there are short exact sequences 
0 + Uni(A/C) + U(A/V) + U(C) -+ 0 
0 + Uni(B/g) + U(B/V) + U(D) + 0. 
Now units of C, Di are constant on each component and so, by the 
compatibility condition at the origin, must be constant. Thus U(C) = U(k), 
U(D) = U(k”) and these groups inject back into U(A/V), U(B/g), respec- 
tively, i.e., the above sequences split. 
Thus the U(k), U(k”) components of U(A/q), U(B), respectively, map 
onto the U(k”) of U(B/Q). Further, the n + 1 copies of Pit(k) in 
Pic(A/Q) 0 Pit(B) = &c(A/Q) @ Pit(k) @ n Pit(k) map onto the n copies 
of Pit(k) in Pic(B/g) = n Pic(B,) @ Pit(k) and the kernel is exactly the 
one copy of Pit(k) coming from Pit(A) = &c(A) @ Pit(k). The proposition 
then follows. 
We now note that &c(A/g) = I%c(A/q:,,) = Pit(C) and Bic(Bi) = 
&c(Bi,,,) = Pic(Di). In the proof of 3.3 we saw, since C, Di are coordinate 
rings of lines, there were canonical isomorphisms Pit(C) = ‘C/C and 
&c(D,) = +D,/Di. Using these isomorphisms and 6.1, 6.2 we get a diagram 
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--. \ 
Uni(A/p) - Uni(B/&+ EC(A) - Pic(A/p) + n Pic(Bi) I 
(6) I I I (7) I 
nil@,@) - nil@?/@) --t +i/AKx-‘+cIC ---+ n +Di/Di 
where squares (6), (7) commute and the rows are exact. As Uni(A/g), 
Uni(B/@) are k-modules, hence divisible groups, the top sequence of groups 
splits at &c(A). The bottom sequence splits as a sequence of /&vector 
spaces. Thus there is a map &c(A)-+ ’ A/A, depending on the splittings, 
making the diagram commute. This map is then an isomorphism by the 5- 
lemma. 
Thus we obtain 
THEOREM 6.3. Let Q G k’ G k, k’ afield and k a K,-regular ring, and A 
the coordinate ring of a union of n planes through the origin of Ai. There is 
a non-canonical isomorphism 
Pit(A) = Pit(k) @ + A/A. 
Further, if k is a j?eld, Pit(A) is a k-uector space of the same dimension as 
+A/A. 
7. K, OF PLANES 
According to [2, IX] for a ring R there is a direct sum decomposition 
K,(R) = H,(R) @ Rk,(R), where H,(R) is the group of continuous integer 
valued functions on Spec(R). For our rings A, +A, A/???‘, Bi, C, ‘C, Di, +Di 
of Section 5, Spec is connected so H, = Z. There is also an exact sequence 
0 -+ SK,(R) + Rk,(R) 3 Pit(R) -+ 0. 
For our augmented k-algebras this sequence can also be reduced. Further, 
for our A of Section 5 we will show SE,(A) is a Q-module, so the sequence 
splits giving K,,(A) = K,(k) @ &c(A) @ Sz,(A). Thus we need only calculate 
H?,(A). In this section we will assume Q 5 k’ c k, where k’ is a field and k 
is K,-regular. 
We first go back and look at SK, of the coordinate ring of a union of 
lines. We know from 3.1 that there is an isomorphism K’,(C) -+ Pit(C) which 
from [ 2, IX, 5.12) is given by det, hence s&,(C) = 0 for C a coordinate ring 
of a union of lines. In the case that k is a field this would follow also from 
the fact that C is l-dimensional. 
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We can now apply the SK, - SK, Mayer-Vietoris sequence [2, IX, 5.121 
to the conductor square (1) of Section 5. This gives 
SK,(A/Q) 0 SK,(B) + SK,(B/g) -, SK,(A) 
+ SK&i/F) @ SK,(B) -+ SK,(B/V). 
Looking at B = n k[s, r], B/F = n Bi we see the SK,(k), SK,(k) factors 
cancel each other out leaving 
However, nilpotents may again b,” ignored so, Sgj(.4/g) = Sxj(C) and 
SKj(Bi) = SKj(Di). In particular SK&l/W) = SK,(B,) = 0 and so 
f&&4) = coker (S?,(C) -+ n SZ?,(Di)) . 
Applying Theorem 4.1, letting J, be the conductor of C in C’, Ji the 
conductor of Di in 0; , J = n Ji, we have exact sequences 
.GqC/J,) + qc’p,) -+ S&(C) + 0 
GZ(Di/Ji) + G8(D~/Ji) + SR~(Di) + 0 
and hence an exact sequence 
GZ(D/J) + G?(D’/J) + n iSkI + 0 
and a commutative diagram 
O(C/J,) - .qC’/J,) - SE,(C) - 0 
I I I 
G?(D/J) --t B(D’/J) 4 n SR,(Di)+ 0. 
Thus there is an exact sequence (of Q-modules) 
O(D/J) @ g(C’/J,,) + @(D’/J) --t Sk,,(A) + 0. 
We also have a commutative diagram (Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3) 
nil(C/J,) --+ nil(C’/J,) - + C/C - 0 
I I I a 
nil(D/J) -+ nil(D’/J) - ‘D/D - 0 
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and so an exact sequence 
nil(D/J) 3 nil(C’/J,) + nil(D’/J) + coker F + 0 
and, by right exactness of the tensor product, a diagram 
(nil(D/J) @ nil(C’/J,)) @I R, --) nil(D’/J) @ R, -+ (coker S) ii;l R, -+ 0 
I 
I I( 
I 
R I 
a(D/J) 0 Q(C’/J,) + g(D’/J) --) &A) -+ 0 
where K is the map of Section 4. Hence we have a surjection 
H ok l2, + S&,(A). 
On the other hand, we have the surjections E ~(Dl/Ji) + nil(Df/Ji) @A 
R _k,k, of Section 4 which give a surjection, which we will also call <, 
c: B(D’/J) = n S?(Df/Ji) + nil(D’/J) Ok a,,,. . Working on each factor Di 
of D we see the image of 
G(D/J) + G(D’/J) L nil(D’/J) Ok Rklk, 
lies in the image of 
nil(D/J) Ok R,,,, + nil(D’/J) Ok R,,,, 
by Lemma 4.2. By the remarks of Section 4, G?(C’/J,) is generated by 
elements (a,S), a E k, f E nil(C’/J,) and such elements map under 
U(C’/J,) + G’(D’/J) L nil(D’/J) Ok QnkIk, + 0 
to I(a, (fi)) Da - D 1‘ (/(a, h)(du/dt)) = f(a, (fi)) 0 da, where dfi) is the 
image off in D’/J and I is as in Section 4. 
However, this latter element is in the image of 
Thus 
nil(C’/J,) ok R,,,. -+ nil(D’/J) ok fiRkikI. 
G’(D’/J) T. nil(D’/J) @,, Q,,,. + H Ok fik,k. 
factors through SR,(A) giving a surjection SI?&4) + H ok .O,,,,.. As <K 
induces the projection H Ok 0, + H Ok Gnklkf we have 
THEOREM 7.1. Let Q G k’ c k, where k’ is a field and k is K,-regular. 
Let A be the coordinate ring of n planes through the origin of Ai described 
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by equations with coeflcients in k’, and H = coker a as described in 
Section 5. There is a non-canonical splitting 
K,(A) = K,,(k) @ +A/A 0 S&(A) 
and surjections 
whose composition is 1 0 p, where p: 0, + L?,,,, is the projection. In 
particular, if Ll,, = 0 (e.g., k’ = Q) then 
K,(A) = K,(k) 0 +A/A 0 (H Ok 0,). 
We may also calculate Ki for i < 0. Applying the Mayer-Vietoris 
Ki+* - Ki to square (1) of Section 5 and reducing both ways we obtain 
fi+ ,(C) + n gi+ l(Dj) -+ &A) + gi(C) + n &(Dj). 
In Section 3 we saw that Ki(C) = K@,) = 0 for i ( 0, l&,(C) = ‘C/C, 
&,(Dj) = ‘Dj/Dj so we obtain 
THEOREM 1.2. For k’, k, A, H as in Theorem 7.1 above (k need only be 
K,-regular) we have 
K-,(A)=K-,(k)OH 
K,(A) = Ki(k) for i<-I. 
8. REGULARITY 
In this section we wish to compare the K-theory of A with that 
of A [Y, ,..., em], where A is the coordinate ring of a union of planes 
in Section 5. 
:,x ,,..., X,,Y, 
Now A = k[x, ,..., x,]/(n r;:) so A[Y,...., Y,] = 
,..., y,]/<C7 fJ Y 1 ,..., Y,]), where the <[Y, ,..., Y,] are the 
ideals of k[x, ,..., xP, y, ,.,., y,] generated by the generators of 6. Thus 
A[Y i ,..., y,,,] is constructed by the method of Section 5 by leaving k’ and the 
equations of the planes the same but replacing k by k[ y,,..., y,], i.e., 
A[Y,,..., y,] can be considered the coordinate ring of a union of planes in 
%Y,....,Yml~ 
By virtue of the fact that we are still basically working over the field k’, 
and the generality of Theorem 1.1, the rings corresponding to B, C, D, ‘A, 
’ C, +D, after extending A to A [ y , ,..., y,], are simply the corresponding 
polynomial extensions. Thus all the constructions of Section 5 and the 
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computations of Sections 6 and 7 follow for A [J, ,...,J’,] simply by replacing 
the pair (k’, k) by (k’, k[p, ,..., ~~1). Since K,-regularity is preserved by 
polynomial extensions, this new pair satisfies our hypotheses whenever the 
old pair does. 
In particular we note that the 3 after polynomial extension is simply 
a @ 1: ‘C/C @ k[y ,,..., u,] + +D/D @ k[y ,,..., ym], and, by right exactness 
of the tensor product, our new H is H @ k[ y, ,..., y,]. 
We start by considering Pie-regularity. which by [20] is equivalent to 
seminormality as A is reduced. Hence A is Pit-regular iff ‘A = A. If A is 
seminormal then it is well known that the conductor V is radical in B. Thus 
from Proposition 6.1 we have 
THEOREM 8.1. Let Q C_ k’ G k, where k’ is a field and k is K,-regular. 
Let A be the coordinate ring of n planes through the origin of ,Ai and let B, 
C, D and a be as in Section 5. The following are equivalent: 
(1) A is seminormal. 
(2) Pit(A) = 0. 
(3) The conductor @ is radical in B and a is injective. 
(4) N Pit(A) = 0. 
The last condition is equivalent to the first by [20], however, in our 
situation, it is easy to see this directly. Although the formula Pit(A) = +A/A 
is not canonical, there is a canonical exact sequence (see the proof of 6.3) 
0 + coker(nil(A/‘Z) -+ nil(B/@)) + &(A) + ker 8 -+ 0 
and thus an exact sequence 
O+N+NPic(A)+M+O 
N= {f(y) E coker(nil(A/p) + nil(B/g))[ ~71: f(0) = 0) 
M= V(Y) E (ker Wvl: f(O) = 01 
and at least one of these is not zero iff A is not seminormal. 
For K,-regularity we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 8.2. For R a commutative ring, there is an exact sequence 
0 + NSK,(R) + NK,(R) --+ N Pit(R) + 0. 
Proof. We first note that in the direct sum decomposition K,,(R) = 
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H,(R)@ M,(R) that NH,(R) = 0 [2, XII, 7.101 and thus NK,(R) = 
NRk,(R). We have a diagram 
0 0 0 
o--+ NSK,(R) --+ NRk,(R) --•-( NPic(R)--+O 
O---+%(~bl)- Rk,(l?[y])der-, Pic(R[y])-0 
0- SK,(R) - Rk,(R) det Pit(R) - 0 
where the columns and the bottom two rows are exact. By the 9-lemma, the 
top row is exact. 
We now come to the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let Q G k’ G k with k’ afield and k K,-regular. Let A be 
the coordinate ring of n planes through the origin of Ai and B, g’, C, D, a be 
as in Section 5. Conditions (1) through (5) are equivalent and imply (6). 
(1) A is K,-regular. 
(2) A is seminormal and SK,-regular. 
(3) A is seminormal and 13: ’ C/C + ‘D/D is surjective. 
(4) Q is radical in B and a is an isomorphism. 
(5) NK,(A) = 0. 
(6) K,(A) = SKO(A) = 0. 
Proof. The theorem will follow from 8.1 and 8.2 once we show the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) H = coker 3 = 0. 
(b) A is SK,-regular. 
(c) NSK,(A) = 0. 
Suppose first that (a) holds, i.e., coker 3 = 0. By Theorem 7.1 and the 
remarks at the beginning of this section, there are surjections 
H@2k+SK0(A) 
481!88/2-I6 
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where here we are writing k[ Y] = k[ y, ,..., y,] and A[ Y] =A [y, ,..., y,]. 
Thus, since we are assuming H = 0, SK,,(A) = SK&4 [ Y]) = 0 and hence 
SK,(A) = SK,(k) = SK,(k[ Y]) = SK&4 [Y]) since we are assuming K,- 
regularity of k. Hence A is SK,-regular. 
It is immediate that (b) implies (c), i.e., that if A is SK,-regular then 
NSK,(A) = 0. Thus we show (c) implies (a). Suppose H # 0. We have a 
commutative diagram 
SK,,(A) - ~%MY~) 
(this is easily checked as &,(A) is the image of H @ a,). To show 
MYI?,, # 0 it is enough to show Sx,,(A) + &?,(A [ y]) is not surjective, by 
virtue of the splitting S?,(A) =&,(A) @ NSz,-,(A). By the first 
fundamental exact sequence [14, 26.H] flRktyjlk, contains, as a direct 
summan flRkcyjlk which is the free k[ y]-module with generator dy. Thus the 
bottom map of the above diagram is not surjective and so the top cannot be. 
This completes the proof of 8.3. 
We note that if Qk = 0, which will be true if, for example, k = k’ = Q, we 
may have K,(A) = Z but A not K,-regular (see Example 9.4 below). This 
condition (6) of Theorem 8.3 does not imply the other five. However, since 
n kty,,k, always contains a copy of k[y], K,(A[y]) # Z unless A is K,- 
regular. 
COROLLARY 8.4. Let k be afield, A, C, D as in Theorem 8.3. Then A is 
K,-regular iff A is seminormal and dimi C/C = dimlD/D. 
Proof. Since C, D are coordinate rings of unions of lines over a field, it 
is well known that ‘C/C, + D/D are finite-dimensional k-vector spaces (see 
also Section 2 and Section 9 below). If A is seminormal then 
8: ‘C/C+ ‘DID is injective and hence a is an isomorphism iff the 
dimensions are equal. 
We will see in Section 9 below that the dimensions of ‘C/C and +D/D 
are relatively easy to calculate. Thus, once we have established that A is 
seminormal, say, using the techniques of [6], it is then a relatively easy 
matter to find out if A is K,-regular. 
From Theorem 7.2, assuming the hypotheses of that theorem are satisfied, 
Ki(A [ ~1 T***v Y,I) = KMy, y--., Y, 1) = K,(k) for i < -1. Thus our A is always 
Ki-regular for i < -1. For K-,-regularity we have from 7.2 
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THEOREM 8.5. Let Q G k’ G k, where k’ is a field and k is K,-regular, 
A, C, D, a as in Section 5. The following are equivalent: 
(1) A is K_ ,-regular. 
(2) l?,(A) = 0. 
(3) NK_ ,(A) = 0. 
(4) a: ‘C/C+ + D/D is surjective. 
An interesting corollary of this is 
COROLLARY 8.6. With hypotheses as in 8.5 but with k K,-regular, A is 
K,-regular @A is seminormal and K_ ,-regular. 
9. EXAMPLES 
We now give some examples to show that, with the theory of Section 7 
and 8, we can, given a sufftciently explicit configuration of planes through 
the origin, calculate K,, and/or decide if this configuration is K,-regular. We 
also indicate, however, the difficulties involved in trying to characterize K,- 
regular configurations. In this section we will assume k’ E k are both fields 
of characteristic 0. 
We start by making some further remarks on the vector spaces ‘C/C, 
where C is the coordinate ring of a union of s-lines through the origin of Ai. 
Both C, +C are graded k-algebras, in fact the maps k[xl,..., x,] + 
C + ‘C -+ C’ are all maps of graded k-algebras. We will write C,,, , + C,,, 
for the vector space of forms of dimension d in C, respectively + C. It is 
immediately seen from the description of +C in Section 2 that 
On the other hand, the functionf(d) = dim, C,,, is the Hilbert function of C. 
This is discussed, for example, in [lo]. We summarize some of the key facts 
we will need. C is a quotient of k[x, ,..., x,] so dim C,,, < (“,‘!; ‘), the 
dimension of the space of homogeneous forms of degree d in k[x,,..., x,]. On 
the other hand, C G +C so dim C,,, <s. For large d, dim C,,, = s. One way 
to calculate dim C(d) is to consider the vector space W,,, of all forms F of R 
k[x , ,***, x,] of degree d so that our union of lines Spec C lies in the hyper- 
surface F = 0. Then dim C,,, = (“,‘!; ’ ) - dim W,,, . 
The union of s lines, Spec C, is said to be in generic s-position (see [lo]) if 
dim C,,, is as large as possible, i.e., dim C,,, = min(s, (d,‘!;‘)). If all the 
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lines lie in a plane, as will be the case for Spec Di, Di as in Section 5. then 
the lines are always in generic s-position. 
We remark that in our present situation, k is a field, Pit(C) = + C/C is a 
vector space of dimension, say, M and SK,(C) is a quotient of + C/C Ok Q, 
which is a direct sum of M copies of 0,. Then M = dim, ‘C/C = 
EL, (dim + C,,, - dim C,,,) = X2= , (s -f(d)), where f(d) = dim C,d, is 
the Hilbert function. For SK, this is essentially a result of Gupta-Roberts 
[ 12, Theorem 8.11. In the case p = 2, i.e., the s lines lie in a plane, 
M=ri:‘,(s-d- l)=~fl~j=(‘;‘) which is the formula of [l] and 
1171. 
For A a coordinate ring of a union of planes as in Section 5. 
Spec A = r, U e.. U rc, , given a fixed i we let ai be the number of distinct 
lines of the form zi n zj, j = l,..., n, j # i. Di, as defined in Section 5, is then 
the coordinate ring of these Si lines lying in rci and the above remarks 
dim +D,/D, = (“i;‘). Then, of course, dim +D/D = CF=, (“;I). 
For our examples we turn to [6]. Unless it is otherwise specified, we set 
k’ = Q and k to be any extension field of Q. We also will, as in [6], 
associate to a plane through the origin in Ai the corresponding line in pf-‘. 
the p - 1 dimensional projective space over k. In our diagrams below, inter- 
secting lines correspond to planes intersecting in a line, and skew lines 
correspond to planes meeting only at the origin. 
EXAMPLE 9.1 (SEE [6, EXAMPLES 7, 111). Consider the following 
configuration of five planes in A’ contained in a ruled quadric. 6, = 6, = 3, 
6, = 6, = 6, = 2 so dim ‘DID = 2. This configuration is known to be K,- 
regular so 8: + C/C --f +D/D is an isomorphism, hence also dim ‘C/C = 2. 
‘! 
2- 
3 4 5 
This example shows that +D/D need not be 0 for A to be K,-regular. 
Previous to this example, the only examples of K,-regular unions of planes I 
knew of were those in [8, Example 2.41. In these examples ‘D = D and I 
had though that this might always be the case in K,-regularity. It was the 
discovery of this example that motivated this study. 
EXAMPLE 9.2 [6, Example 71. Consider the configuration of six planes 
in a ruled quadric. Here the conductor is not radical. Now dim +D/D = 6, 
dim +Cfd) = 8 for d > 1 and dim C,,, = 4 since the intersection lines are 
clearly contained in no hyperplane. Now all the intersection lines are 
contained in the union of the two planes 1, 2 so if a quadric vanishes on all 
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eight of these lines, it must vanish on both of these planes, since when a 
quadric vanishes on three lines in a plane it must vanish on the entire plane. 
By [6, Lemma 51 the space of quadrics vanishing on the two planes 1, 2 has 
dimension 4 so dim Cc,, = 6andhencedim+C/C=4+2=6. 
’ I 
2 I 
3 4 5 6 
We claim a: ‘C/C-+ ‘D/D is in fact an isomorphism. For this we will 
show that 8 is surjective by showing that the coordinate ring A is K-,- 
regular. We have the following Cartesian square: 
where Ii is the ideal of plane i. Now A/(n ‘=, Ii) is the coordinate ring of the 
configuration described in 9.1 and by [6, Lemma 2.51 A/(Is + n :=, Zi)red = 
A/(nf=, (Ii + 16)) z k[x, y]/(xy). Now k[x, y]/(xy) is K,-regular by [3] or 
[ 71 so the NK, - NK- , Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence applied to the above 
square gives the result. Thus, in this example, A is not K,-regular but a is an 
isomorphism. A direct computation shows dim nil(B/@) = 4 and 
dim nil(A/g) = 3 so from 6.1 and 7.1 K,,(A) = Z @ k. 
EXAMPLE 9.3 [6, Example 111. In Example 9.2 assume plane 6 does not 
lie in the ruled quadric containing planes 1 through 5. Then the conductor is 
radical and A is K,-regular. The computations of dim ‘D/D and dim ‘C/C 
are still the same as in 9.2 so dim + C/C = dim ‘D/D = 6. 
We remark that, using the argument of 9.2, one can add planes indefinitely 
to the configuration of 9.1 keeping the coordinate ring K-,-regular. 
However, either the conductor will cease to be radical, as in 9.2, or a would 
no longer be injective, or both, once we pass the situation of 9.3. In fact, we 
will see below that for K,-regular configurations in A4, dim ‘D/D can never 
get larger than 6. 
EXAMPLE 9.4 [6, Example 71. Consider the configuration in A4 again 
contained in a ruled quadric. Here dim( ‘Di/Di),,, = 1 for each i and 
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dim( +D/D),,, = 0 for d > 2. Now dim +C,,, = 9 and, as no hyperplane 
contains all the intersection lines dim C, ,) = 4, thus dim( +C/C), , , = 5. This 
example is seminormal so a is injective, hence dim( ‘C/C),,, < 
dim( +D/D)(d, = 0 for d > 2 so it follows that dim ‘C/C = 5 and 
dim +D/D = 6. Here the conductor is radical, 8 is injective but S is not 
surjective. A is not Z&,-regular and K,(A) = Z @ Q,. We remark that if 
k = k’ = Q then R, = 0 so K,(A) = Z even though A is not K,-regular, but 
by the remarks of Section 8, K,(A [ ~1) = Z 0 Q[y]. 
1 
2 
3 
El3 
4 5 6 
For a similar example in A3 see [5, Example 11. 
EXAMPLE 9.5 [6, Examples 15, 161. We consider the double 4 
consisting of planes 2, 3,4, 5,8,9, 10, 11 of the explicit double 5 given on 
page 116 of [6]. For convenience we repeat the description by giving the 
homogeneous coordinates of the lines of intersection, e.g., line rc2 n r~,~ = 
(L(0, -2, 1, -1): A E k). 
2 -O- (2,2,1,1)-(0,-2,1,-l)- (1,2,0,1) - 
I I I 
3-(0, l,O, l)-O- (1, 1, -1, I) - (I, 2, -1,2) - 
I I I 
4-(&O,& 1)-(&O, 131) -O- (090, L-l>- 
I I 1 I 
5-(0,1,0,0)-(1,1,0,0)- (l,-l,O,O) -O- 
I I 
8 9 
I 
10 
I 
11 
Since we are not including plane 1 we may still take k’ = Q. The double 5 of 
[6] was not contained in a cubic and so this double 4 also cannot be; for if it 
were, adding planes 1, 7 of the original double 5 we would still be contained 
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in the cubic as these new planes would hit the cubic in 4 lines and hence be 
contained in it. It is reasonably straightforward to calculate the dimensions 
of +C, C, etc. We summarize our calculations in the chart below, the 
numbers inside the chart being the dimensions of the dth graded parts of the 
indicated ring or module. 
d c ‘C D +D ‘C/C +D/D 
0 1 1 8 8 0 0 
1 4 12 16 24 8 8 
2 10 12 24 24 2 0 
d>2 12 12 24 24 0 0 
We immediately see a cannot be injective so this double 4 is not seminormal 
as was noted in [6, Example 151. Here this result falls out from dimension 
counting and so we don’t need a specific example of failure of CRT. 
We now claim that 3 is surjective. We show this by showing that a is 
injective, hence bijective, at the degree 1 level. Here we must be quite explicit 
as it is possible that there are similar double 4’s for which 3 is not surjective. 
Letf= (f&,...,& ir) E +C(r) map to 0 in (‘D/D),,,, where heref, ,, is the 
component of f on the line 7~~ 17 pi,, etc. There is a unique form in C, i, 
which agrees with f on the lines x2 n rc,,,, n2 n x,, , 7c3 f7 x10, 71~ fl 7c,, , 
subtracting this form from f gives the same element of ‘C/C so we may 
assume.& =.L =A0 =.fk = 0. From the exact sequence of 6.1, f lifts to 
g = (g,, g,, g,, g, , g,, g,, g,,,, g, ,) E ‘A. The value of a linear form on 2 
lines in a plane determines this form in the plane so we see g, = g, = 
glo=g,,=O. Let 4c=f,,(O,O, 1, 1). Now 71, is {(0,0,z,w)EA4:z,~Ek) 
and g, is a linear form so g, is given by a formula g,(O, 0, z, w) = az + bw, 
a, b E k. The compatibility condition (cf. 1.1) at rr4 n rc,, gives 
g,(O, 0, 1, -1) =g,,(O, 0, 1, -1) =0 and since g is a lifting off we have 
g,(O, 0, 1, 1) =f49(0, 0, 1, 1) = 4c. We conclude g,(O, 0, z, w) = 2cz + 2cw, in 
particular g,(O, 0, 0, 1) =f4*(0, 0, 0, 1) = 2c. Next the compatibility condi- 
tions at n3 n x8 and nq n n, give g,(O, 1,0, 1) = 0 and g,(O, O,O, 1) = 2c so 
g,(O, J’, 0, w) = -2cy + 2cw. Then g,(2, 2, 1, 1) = g,(2, 2, 1, 1) = 0 and 
g,(O, 0, 1, 1) =f,,(O, 0, 1, 1) = 4c so g,(x, x, z, z) = -2cx t 4cz and hence 
g,( 1, 1, 0,O) = -2c. Finally, g,(l,-l,O,O)=g,,(l,-l,O,O)=O and 
g,(l, l,O,O)=g,(l, l,O,O)= -2c so g,(x,y,O,O)=-cx-cJ’. Hence the 
compatibility condition at x5 n =g gives -c = g,(O, LO, 0) = 
g,(O, 1, 0,O) = -2~. We conclude c = 0 and thus so are g,, g, , g,, g, hence 
g=O and sof =O. 
This double 4 is therefore SK, and K-,-regular, and it was noted in [6, 
Example 151 that this has radical conductor, hence K,(A) = 2 @ ker a = 
Z@k@k. 
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EXAMPLE 9.6 [6, Example 161. In [6] we made the configuration of 
Example 9.5 seminormal by adding two planes to obtain the double 5 given 
in [6, p. 1161. To do this we have to take k’ = Q(8), however, Q,, is still 0. 
The following is the new dimension chart. 
d c +c D +D ‘C/C +D/D 
0 1 1 10 10 0 0 
1 4 20 20 40 16 20 
2 10 20 30 40 10 10 
d>2 20 20 40 40 0 0 
a cannot be surjective so this configuration is again not K-regular. Here 
K,(A) = z @ (Q,)“. 
Theorem 8.3 may be interpreted as saying there are three conditions 
necessary for A to be &-regular: @ must be radical in B, a must be injective 
and C? must be surjective. Examples 9.2, 9.4 and 9.5 show that any of these 
may fail while the other two hold. In general, however, we would expect all 
three to fail as in the following example. 
EXAMPLE 9.7 [6, Example 141. Let 
1 -b 
2 0 
3 
3 4 EifEE 
EifEE 0 
? 
7 8 9 10 11 
be a subconfiguration of a double 6 contained in a cubic (possibly k’ is 
larger than Q). Our dimension chart is 
d C +C D +D ‘C/C +D/D 
0 1 1 9 9 0 0 
1 4 16 18 32 12 14 
2 10 16 17 32 6 5 
d>2 16 16 32 32 0 0 
Since a is a graded map a can be neither injective nor surjective, furthermore 
this configuration does not have radical conductor. 
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10. FURTHER RESULTS ON K,-REGULARITY 
In Section 9 we have given examples to show how delicate K,-regularity 
is. Speaking very loosely, seminormality requires the numbers di to be large 
in order for the conductor to be radical (cf. [6, Lemma 41) and for a to be 
injective, whereas for K-,-regularity we need the 6;s small. K,-regularity, 
which is equivalent to seminormality and K-,-regularity together, requires 
careful balancing. In [6] and our remarks after Example 9.3 we observed 
that one can construct arbitrarily large configurations, even in A4, which are 
either seminormal or K-,- regular. We see in this section that this is not true 
for K,-regularity, in fact in A4 one may have at most six planes in a K,- 
regular configuration. 
In this section Q c k’ = k, where k is a field. A will be the coordinate ring 
of n planes in Ai, and B, Q, C, D, 6 are as constructed in Section 5. r will 
denote the number of intersection lines, i.e., the number of irreducible 
components of Spec C, and Si will be the number of these lines contained in 
the ith plane rci, i.e., the number of irreducible components of Spec Di. For 
j = 0, 1) 2 )...) we let sj be the number of planes ni for which ai = j. Note 
n = so + s, + s* + *** . 
We now prove several lemmas. The first gives some important numerical 
restrictions on the sizes of the 6:s in a K,-regular configuration. 
LEMMA 10.1. With notation as above, if 8: ‘C/C + +D/D is bijective 
then for d > 1. 
(a) r-dimC,,,=s,+,+2s,+,+3s,+,+..., 
(b) dimCtd+i)-dimC,,,=s,+,+s,+,+..., 
(c) 2dim C~d)<sS+2s2+ ..a +(d+l)s,+,+ds,+,+(d-1)sd+3+ em., 
where, as In Section 9, C,,, is the dth-graded part of C. 
ProoJ For (a) we note the left-hand side is precisely dim( fC/C),d,. NOW 
dim( + Di)(d) = di and (Di)(dj = min(bi, d + l), thus dim(+Di/Di)o, is 0 if 
ai < d and ai - (d + 1) if ai > d. There are sd+* planes with di = d + 2 and 
dim(+D,/D,),,, = 1 for these, there are sdc3 planes with ai = d + 3 and 
dim( +Di/Di),,, = 2 for these, etc., so the right-hand side is precisely 
dim( + D/D),,, = C dim( + D,/D,),,, . 
(b) follows directly from (a). For (c) note that each of the r intersection 
lines lies in at least two planes. Thus in calculating C ai we count each inter- 
section line at least twice so 2r < 2 Si = s, + 2s, + 3s, + .a. . Multiplying 
equation (a) by (2) and substituting for r in the last inequality gives, after 
rearrangement, equation (c). 
We now wish to consider the effect of building up our configuration plane 
by plane. Let xi,..., 7c, be planes through the origin in AP. For m = I,..., n we 
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let A (m’ be the coordinate ring of rc, U ... U rt,,, and B”“‘, C”“‘. Dtm’ be the 
rings for this configuration as described in Section 5. Further, we let gtrn’ be 
the conductor of Al”” in B(““. R = k[x ,,..., x,] and < the ideal of 71~ in R. 
Finally, we let &” be the number of distinct lines of intersection of ni with 
planes rrj, j < m, i.e., &” is the number of irreducible components of 0:““. 
LEMMA 10.2. With notation as above, suppose A’“’ is K,-regular and 
S: < 2. Then A(“-” is also K,-regular. 
Proof. We have a Cartesian square 
R (n-l’=R 
I I 
By [6, Lemma 2.51 R/(f, + ni<nI;.),,, = R/(ni,, (6 + f,)) z k, k[x] or 
kls, .I~]/(xY) depending on whether Si = 0, I or 2. In any case, this ring is 
K,-regular so the NK, part of the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence of the 
above square gives 
0 = NKJA’“‘) -+ NK,(A ‘n- I’) 0 NK,(R/fn) + NK,(R/(fn + n 6)) = 0 
and hence NK,(A ‘+I’) = 0. By Theorem 8.3 A’“-” is K,-regular. 
The next lemma is essentially Theorem 10 of [6). 
LEMMA 10.3. With notation as above, let 1 < m < n and suppose 3; < 2 
and F’j’ is radical in B”’ for m < j < n. Then 
(n-m)+ 2 (2-#)<dimAl;j--dimA:?“, 
j=mt I 
where the subscript (2) refers to the degree 2 part. 
Proof. If m = n - I by [6, Lemma 41 we have 
1 + (2 -si)<dim 
where the subscript (2) again refers to the space of 2-forms of the 
homogeneous ideals. But dim A$ = dim R,,, - dim(nj=, c),,, so 
1 +(2-6~)<dimA{~,‘-dimA{~;” 
and the lemma follows by iteration. 
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From [8, Example 2.41 we see the configuration in AP of ($ ) planes 
obtained by intersecting p - 2 of the coordinate hyperplanes is K,-regular. 
We now see there is no larger K,-regular configuration. 
THEOREM 10.4. Let Q 2 k’ = k, where k is a fteld, and A be the coor- 
dinate ring of a union of n planes through the origin of A”. If A is K,-regular 
then n<(;). 
Proof. We first assume dim A,,, = p. By Lemma 10.2 we may remove 
any plane with si < 2 leaving the configuration K,-regular. As we remove 
these planes, new planes may then have ai < 2 and we may remove these 
also. Thus we may number our planes in such a way that 8: < 2 for 
i = m + l,..., n (in the notation preceding 10.2) and either m = 1 or 87 > 3 
for i = l,..., m. 
We now apply 10.3. In the first case (m = 1) A(‘) z k[x, y] (where as 
above A”’ is the coordinate ring of the first j planes, etc.) so dim Ai:; = 2 
and dim Ai:{ = 3. When 8 = 2, ~~ intersects l-l{-: ni in two distinct lines so 
~j is contained in every hyperplane containing this latter union. Now for 
dim A;(), > dim A$; ‘) there must be a hyperplane containing lJ{=t rri but not 
Ui_, rci and thus $ < 2, i.e., (2 -q)> 1. Since we have dimA,,, = 
dim Al:,’ = p and dim A 1:;=2 we must have C;z2(2-%)>p-2. Thus 
10.3 gives (m=l) n- l<dimA$,‘-dimA::; - CJEz(2-&$ < 
dim k[x, ,..., x~](~, - 3 - (p-2) = ((;)+p) - 3 - (p-2) = (T)- 1. 
Hence n< (:). 
In the second case (6r > 3, i = l,..., m) we can apply 10.1(b) to ACm’ 
giving 
dim Gil;’ - dim Cl:,’ = s3 + s, + = m, 
where here sj is the number of 8y with 87 = j. Now Atm’ + Vtrn) is surjective 
so dim AIT,’ > dim Cl:,’ = m + dim C$‘,‘. Also, every rci i < m hits Spec C’m’ 
in at least three lines so any hyperplane containing Spec Ctm) also contains 
lJ;’ 1 n, and hence dim AI:;’ = dim Cl;;‘. As above, as we still assume 
dim A$ = p, ~~=,+, (2 - 8) > p - dim A$) = p - dim Cl:,). Thus, 10.3 
gives n-m < dimA{;; - dimA$/ - Cj”=,,+,(2-6$ < ((;)+p) - 
(m + dim C[l;‘) - (p - dim C$‘) = (T ) - m. Hence again n ,< ( ; ). 
Finally, if dim,,, = q < p then Spec A can be imbedded in A4 hence 
n<(Yi)<($). 
We now describe K,-regular unions of planes in AP, for p = 3,4. 
THEOREM 10.5. Let Q G k’ = k, where k is afield and A the coordinate 
ring of a union of n planes through the origin of Ai, p = 3,4. If A is K,- 
regular the conjiguration can be built up one plane at a time so that at each 
stage the configuration is K,-regular and the last plane added intersects the 
previous union in at most two lines. 
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Proof. From 10.2 it suffices to show that there is always a plane with 
di < 2. When p = 3. n < 3 by 10.4 so we must have Lii < 2 for all i. 
For p = 4, suppose first that dim C ,,) < 3, i.e.. that Spec C lies in a hyper- 
plane. If, in fact, Spec A lies in this hyperplane we are in the p = 3 case and 
the theorem is valid. Otherwise, as in the proof of 10.4, some di < 1 and we 
are again done. Thus we may assume dim C,,, = 4 so from 10.1(b), (c) 
- 4 > dim C,?, -dimC,,,=s,+s,+... 
These inequalities are inconsistent unless one of s, or s2 is not 0, hence there 
is a plane with di = 1 or (2). 
We remark that 10.5 says there are no K,-regular configurations in A3, A’ 
other than those already described in [3] for p = 3 or in [6] for p = 4. 
Theorem 10.5 does not hold for p = 5. We next give an example of a K,- 
regular configuration of planes in A5 which cannot be built up one plane at a 
time. For this example ai = 3 for all i and removing any plane gives a non- 
K,-regular configuration. 
EXAMPLE 10.6. Consider the following configuration in A’ = 
Spec k[zc, J, z, U, v], k any field of char 0, described by giving the intersection 
of the corresponding configuration of lines in P4. 
l- O- (l,l.O,O,O)-(1,0,0,0,0)-(0,1,0,0,0)-0 - 
I I I I I 
2-o O- (O,O, 1, LO)-(O,O, LO,OJ-(0,090, LO)- 
I I I I I 
3-(O,l, l,O, 1) - 0 O- (&I, Lo,ot(O,O,0,0, I)- 
1 I I I 1 
4-(1,0,0,1,0)-(1,0,0,0.-1)- 0 O- (O,O,O, l.l)- 
I I I 1 I 
5%(l,l,l,l,l)-(0,1,0,0,1)-(l,O,l,l,O)-0 O- 
/ I I I I 
6 7 8 9 0 
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One can check (e.g., with a computer) that there are no intersections other 
than those indicated in the picture. The following lemma is the key to 
verifying the assertions made about this configuration. 
LEMMA 10.7. Let h = x - y - u + v. The following 2-forms vanish on all 
intersection lines except those indicated by the subscripts: F,, = y(x - u), 
F,* = xh, F,, = z(v - Y) - 9, F,, = z(u -x), F,, = (Y - z)(u -z), 
F,, = z(x - u) - uh, F3, = zv - yu, F,, = z( y - v), F,, = vh, F,, = x(u - z), 
F,, = yu - xv, FdO = u(v - y), F,, = yu, F,, = v( y - z), F,, = xz - yu. 
Proof. Direct verification. 
To show the conductor of A in B is radical in B for this configuration, it 
suffices by [6, pp. 99, 1001 to find for each plane rci a 3-form of 
k[x, y, z, U, v] vanishing on 7cj, allj # i, but not vanishing on rci. For plane 1, 
F,, vanishes on all planes but 1 and 7. Thus if G is any linear form 
vanishing on 7 but not on 1 (e.g., G =x - y + v) then GF,, is the desired 
form. The other planes are handled similarly. 
It follows from 10.7 that A + C,,, + +C,d, is surjective for d = 2 and 
hence for d > 2. Thus ( +C/C),d, = 0, d > 2. To show B is injective it thus 
suffices to check dimension 1, and this is easily done as in Example 9.5. We 
conclude A is seminormal. 
Now dim C(,, = 5 as this configuration is clearly not contained in any 
hyperplane, and dim C,,, = dim +Ccd, = 15 for d > 2 as above. Hence 
dim ‘C/C = 10 = dim +D/D so A is K,-regular. 
If any plane is removed to obtain a configuration Spec AC9’ of nine planes 
then we lose three intersection lines so dim ‘C$! = 12 for d > 1. But the new 
configuration still does not lie in any hyperplane and A -+ + C$; is still 
surjective for d > 2 so dim( +C(9’/C(9’) = 7. Six of the remaining planes still 
have three intersection lines but the other three have two so 
dim( +D’9’/D’9’) = 6. Hence At9’ cannot be K,-regular, in fact, not even 
seminormal. 
We can now describe K,-regular configurations in A5. 
THEOREM 10.8. Let Q E k’ = k, where k is afield, and A the coordinate 
ring of a K,-regular configuration of n planes through the origin of Ai. Then 
either this configuration can be built up plane by plane as in Theorem 10.5 
or this configuration is numerically similar to Example 10.6, i.e., the 
dimension charts are the same. 
Proof Suppose A cannot be built up plane by plane. Then, as in the 
proof of 10.4, there is a subconfiguration Spec A(*) with Sy > 3 for all 
i = l...., m. Again, as in 10.4, dimA,,, - MI) dim Cl;;’ by virtue of the ai > 2 and 
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since 10.5 says there is no such configuration in AJ we must have 
dim C{;t’ = 5. By 10.4 and 10.1(c) we have 
and hence n = m = s3 = 10. Thus A = A”“‘, there are ten planes and 6i = 3 
for each. Suppose there are r lines of intersection and b, = dim C,,, . Our 
dimension chart follows. 
d c +C D +D ‘C/C + D/D 
0 1 1 10 10 0 0 
I 5 r 20 30 r-5 10 
d>2 b, r 30 30 r - 6, 0 
Thus K,-regularity requires r = 15 = b, for d > 2. Hence this configuration is 
numerically similar to Example 10.6. 
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